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1 MOTIVATION

For this project, I want to explore how the U-Net model
is used in audio applications. Modern music generation
technologies are based on either diffusion or transformers
(token regression). Diffusion has shown to have the best
performance in audio quality so far, and is based on the
U-Net architecture. In the realm of Music Information Re-
trieval (MIR), the task of separating sources from a song
is foundational yet challenging due to the complexity of
sound. [1]

Source separation, as a form of ”feature extraction,”
allows for numerous applications, including automatic lyric
transcription, singer identification, and music genre classi-
fication. The advent of deep learning, particularly Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and U-Net architectures,
has shown promising results in various fields, including im-
age segmentation and, more recently, sound domain appli-
cations. The ability of these models to extract and interpret
complex features from data makes them great for advancing
music source separation techniques.

2 RELATED WORK

Jaehoon et. al. explains how they use a modified U-Net
model for performing audio segmentation. They also shift
towards using other convolutional structures, including
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) for tasks like
voice enhancement and singing voice separation, which
underscores the potential of deep learning to revolutionize
source separation within MIR. In this project, I want to
focus on the UNet architecture to see how changing the
architecture changes the quality of the segmentation.

3 PROJECT OVERVIEW

I will implement a total of three different UNet architectures
and compare their performance using the MUSDB18. [2].
This is a dataset of songs and their stems, the different
instruments separated into different audio files. I want the
UNet models to determine which values in the spectrogram
of the full song belong to which instrument. I understand
this research has been done before, but I would like to
see how ”shallow” the UNet model can be while still
maintaining an accurate classification and segementation of
instruments in a full audio file.

Because this project feels vague, I will continue to do
research to narrow in on the tasks.

The following tasks for this project are the following:

• Project Proposal 2/23
• Implement various UNet Architectures 3/1
• Finish Dataset - spectrogram images of dataset 3/3
• Train models with the dataset and compare the re-

sults 3/7
• Prepare results for presentation 3/11
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